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Lee Norwind has a national federal and state court litigation practice based in Maryland and the
District of Columbia, where he practices in the areas of wrongful death and catastrophic
personal injury and represents persons coping with major life-changing circumstances. Lee has
earned the honor of becoming selected as a Super Lawyer, is a member of The National Trial
Lawyers Top 100 Trial Lawyers, and is listed on LawDragon 3000, representing less than one
percent of attorneys nationally. He is a member of the Pound Civil Justice Institute, serves on
the National Advisory Board of the Association of Plaintiff Interstate Trucking Lawyers of
America representing the state of Maryland, is a founding member of the American Board of
Trial Advocates, District of Columbia Chapter. He is proud to have the top Avvo rating of
“10.0/Superb”. Lee is a former president of the Trial Lawyers Association of Metropolitan
Washington, D.C. That organization elected him as a past Trial Lawyer of the Year. Lee has also
served on the Board of Governors of the American Association of Justice as Governor from the
District of Columbia, In addition, he has earned the top “A-V” rating from Martindale-Hubbell.
Lee’s recent publications and speaking engagements cover a wide range of topics of interest to
attorneys representing the interests of the negligently injured or their surviving family
members, including brain and spine injury, legal challenges to brain volume measurement
techniques, wrongful death from the over-prescription of opioid medication, truck accident
litigation, and evidentiary issues facing attorneys. His article on deaths from the overprescription of pain medicine appeared in the most respected national peer-reviewed journal
for trial lawyers, Trial Magazine, discussing victims prescribed methadone for pain by health
care providers who have taken the medication exactly as prescribed and suffered respiratory
arrest and death within days of starting on the medication. His article reviewing depositions of
corporate representatives taken under the federal rule of evidence was published in the journal
of the preeminent association in the nation for attorneys handling truck collision cases, The
Lawyer’s Logbook. He has been a featured speaker on issues in trucking cases, both as one of
America’s Top Gun Trial Lawyers and America’s Leading Experts in Trucking Litigation at the
National Interstate Trucking Conference sponsored by the Association of Plaintiff’s Interstate
Trucking Lawyers of America, and at the Maryland State Bar convention.
Lee’s passion for representing victims of carelessness who sustained brain injuries or paralysis
has led him to becoming a subject-matter expert, lecturing on the topics to various groups
throughout the U.S. This opportunity has allowed him to work with leading physicians,
traumatic brain injury specialists, psychologists, engineers, accident reconstructionists, and
other experts throughout the country in his quest to achieve justice and fair compensation for
clients.

